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Shinzo Abe — a.k.a. “Super Mario” — loses out on Olympics
By Stephen Wade

The Associated Press

T
OKYO — Japanese Prime Minister

Shinzo Abe was a star at the

closing ceremony of the 2016 Rio de

Janeiro Olympics, parading before a

sellout crowd at the Maracana Stadium as

Nintendo game character Super Mario.

Abe’s humorous invitation to the next

Olympics in Tokyo was a big hit among

Brazilian fans, and to a worldwide

television audience.

It turns out that Abe won’t be around —

at least not in an official capacity — when

the postponed Olympics are set to open on

July 23, 2021. He announced last month

that he intends to step down because of a

chronic health problem.

Ironically, Japan’s longest serving

prime minister would have been in the VIP

box alongside International Olympic

Committee (IOC) president Thomas Bach

had the games opened as scheduled a

month ago and not fallen victim to the

COVID-19 pandemic.

“I think this won’t make much

difference,” Jeff Kingston, who teaches

Japanese politics at Temple University in

Tokyo, wrote in an e-mail. “The Olympics

benefitted from his backing, but now the

situation is beyond the prime minister’s

control. His successor might not care as

much, but so much depends on the IOC,

the Tokyo organizing committee, and

sports federations around the world.”

Abe called it “gut wrenching” to leave

with so many plans unfinished. The most

visible one — at least to the public outside

Japan — was the Olympics.

Abe was in the front row in 2013 in

Buenos Aires when then-IOC president

Jacques Rogge opened an envelope to

announce Tokyo as the 2020 host, beating

out Istanbul in the final vote.

It was Abe who assured IOC members at

the time that the meltdown of three

nuclear reactors in 2011 from an

earthquake and tsunami was “under

control.” In fact, it was not entirely and

Japan is still dealing with the disaster in

the northern Fukushima prefecture.

“I think this likely is heartbreaking for

Abe,” David Leheny, who teaches politics

at Tokyo’s Waseda University, wrote in an

e-mail. Leheny said Abe leaves without

any signature breakthroughs on women’s

issues, amending the constitution, or

economic policy.

“I think the Olympics would have been

the one major thing he could point to and

say — ‘yes’ — I did that. I made that

happen. He still might, and I think

whoever the next prime minister is will

ensure Abe has a prominent place at the

Olympics, but it won’t be the same as his

being in charge to welcome people.”

There is no guarantee the Olympics will

even take place. The IOC and organizers

have said it will, but so far they have not

said how it can happen. There are

questions about quarantines, fans being

allowed, vaccines — and the logistics of

getting 15,400 Olympic and Paralympic

athletes safely into Tokyo. Add to this

thousands of officials, staff, and media —

and the fact the control of the outbreak is

so different in countries or territories

represented by 206 national Olympic

committees.

Local Tokyo organizers have stopped

holding regular news conferences to

update progress, and few details are

expected until the fall and into 2021.

“It is with great sadness that I learned

about the resignation of Prime Minister

Abe,” said Bach, who credited Abe with

getting the Olympics back to Japan after

the 1964 Tokyo Games, 1972 Winter

Olympics in Sapporo, and 1998 Winter

Games in Nagano. “All the Japanese

athletes and the athletes of the entire

world are very grateful to him.”

John Coates of Australia, who heads up

the IOC Tokyo 2020 coordination

commission, has worked closely with Abe

in preparing for the delayed games.

“This is disappointing news from a

professional and personal perspective,”

Coates said in an Australian Olympic

Committee statement. “My interactions

with him have always been very positive

and constructive.

“I certainly hope he can successfully

overcome the current challenges he faces

away from political office and I am sure a

smooth transition will follow to ensure

Japan’s momentum can continue. His

support has been enormous.”

Yoshiro Mori, a former Japanese prime

minister and the president of the Tokyo

Olympic organizing committee, also

credited Abe.

“We look forward to the prime minister’s

guidance during the remainder of his time

in office, and hope to receive his generous

support in the future regardless of his

official position,” Mori said in a statement.

A poll in August of almost 13,000

Japanese companies showed 53.6% want

the games cancelled or postponed again.

The IOC has said if the Olympics can’t

happen in 2021, they will be cancelled.

A poll in July found that two-thirds of

the public also favors another

postponement or cancellation.

Tokyo organizers say they are officially

spending $12.6 billion to hold the

Olympics, although a national audit board

says it’s twice that much. In addition, local

estimates say the bill for the delay could

add on several billion more. Organizers

and the IOC have yet to give a detailed

breakdown of the new costs.

AP Sports Writer Dennis Passa contri-

buted to this story from Australia.

OLYMPIC DISAPPOINTMENT. Japanese

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe poses after removing the

costume of the Nintendo game character Super Mario

at an appearance during the closing ceremony of the

2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on

August 21, 2016. (Yu Nakajima/Kyodo News via AP)

The Salem Pioneer Cemetery 

When you think of 
Oregon Lottery® games, 
“cultural heritage” is 
probably not the first 
thing that comes to mind. 
Is there really any connec-
tion between watching a 
drawing or spinning reels 
and preserving our state’s 
cultural heritage? 

The answer is a
resounding yes!

The Salem Pioneer
Cemetery, for example, 
is just one organization 
that receives lottery-

funded State Parks 
grants to help pre-

serve our culture 
and history. It’s a 

place with great 
diversity repre-

sented among its graves.

Like many West Coast cit-
ies, Salem had benefited 
from the labor of a large 
Chinese workforce; how-
ever, little evidence of their 
lives remains. Excavating 
a Chinese shrine rumored 
to exist within the ceme-
tery grounds might be a 
way to belatedly honor 
their contributions to our 
shared history.

With a bit of effort, the 
remains of the shrine 
were eventually located. 
Today, the local Buddhist 
temple officiates annual 
Qingming Festivals there 
to pay homage to Chinese 
ancestors. More personal 
offerings of incense can 

also be seen regularly
at the recently
excavated shrine.

Thanks in part to Oregon 
Lottery funding, places 
like Salem’s Pioneer 
Cemetery will endure 
for future 
generations.
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